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DIALOGUE: 
PARADIGMS & TEAGIING TEAQIERS OF ART 
ELLEDA KATA:'>J A:-ID HAROLD PEARSE 
For Harold Pearse, It began like this: 
"Usually wben one writes aD artlde in a prof~D8ljouroa" it lies in a 
kind of indexed oblivion, or on occasion, resurfaces in someone else's footnotes. 
On rarer occasions, it serves to spark discussion among colleagues. Rarerstill is that 
anicle which will not only provoke coUegial discussion but will initiate an ongoing 
dialogue between the author and a colleague that will cause each to more closely 
examine and redefine approaches to theory and practice in the field. The latterphe-
oomenon occurred afler I wrote an article on 'paradigms' in which I described a 
theoretical framework for soning out conflicting and high1y value-laden ap-
proaches to regarding the world and more specificaUy theory and practice in an 
education (Pearse, 1983). The colleague who responded to the anicle, embracing 
some ideas and challenging others, is EJled.a Katan. Thedialogue began informally 
in elevators and hallways at NAEA conferences, evolved into a more formal session 
ata later conference, and continues .... " [Harold 's article appeared in Studies in 
art educ.tlon, 24 (3),158- 163.1 
For Elleda Katan, It began like this: 
"ID 198.3t I read ooe of those aniclcs that told me j ust what I needed to know 
at that moment in order to think more clearly about the issues at hand. It's tiHe was 
outrageous: "Brother Can You Spare a Paradigm? .... - written, il seems, by a 
Canadian. The article introduced me to three of what the author called 'paradigms ', 
and since then I've found the whole of my work dividing itself into three pans, 
whether it has \0 do with models of curriculum design or with methods of methods 
or with educational policy. Each topiC seems to be the clearer for it, and I seem by 
far the smaner. So you can imagine my surprise when I returned to that "Brother" 
anicleseveral years Ialer. and found that the lhirdparadigmofthis Canadian (whom 
I'd since come to know as Harold Pearse) hadn', anything 1000 with mine. NOilhal 
one was more right than the other according to some abstract measure, but that each 
was ' more right' in providing answers to a very different set of issues. Because of 
the nature of the issues that bothered me, I had been led into lOOking at the world 
of my professional practice from quite another perspective." 
JSTAE. No. 10, 1990 
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In 1988, HIITold and Elleda met, became friends. and 
agreed to use their dlfferenc.. and their frlendahlp as 
eataly.t to push each further along In his/her thinking by 
committing themselv •• to an eXChange of thought • . 
Their first project together was drafting, st four minutes 
before the midnight deadline on September 15, 1987. of 
a proposal for the 1988 NAEA Convention In Los Angeles 
"A workshop examining the theoretical underpin-
nings of generic formats for art telcher education, based 
upon the three paradigms for knowing: Empirical-Ana-
lytic; Interpretive- Hermeneutic; and Critical-Theo-
retic . Particular weight will be given to the second and 
third orientations and their Implications for 80clal action 
and public policy." 
After the workshop, Harold P.lr.e wrote out the con-
densed version of the original Studies article that he had 
present.d. 
Paradigms Revisited: 
Theoretical Foundations of Art Teacher Education 
It began with the paragraph offer6d at the beginning of the DlaJegue {see 
above], and then continued . . . 
I can talk about this theory, or rather meta-theory, without 
being immodest since it is not an original idea on my part. (And 
speaking of meta-theory, I've never met a theory before that I have 
liked so much. If you think that pun is bad, I should say that the title 
of the original article Is "Brother, can you spare a paradigm? The 
theory beneath the practice. ") Although I have tried to adapt the 
theory to the context of art education, it Is twice removed from its 
original source, Jurgin Habermas, a scholar of the Frankfurt School. 
Habermas, in Knowledge and Human Interests (1971), describes a 
tri-paradigmatic framework to ident ify and analyze the logical 
structure of three basic forms of knowing that have characterized 
modem thought and action. The set of paradigms was adapted by the 
Canadian curriculum theorist, Ted Aokl and informed his teaching and 
writing . 
I have long felt that understanding theory helps one be a better 
practitioner. I was attracted to this paradigmatic approach since the 
description of which I came to call "Paradigm II" described my 
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orientation beautifully. Moreover, it helped me get at assumptions 
underlying both my theory and my practice and what I saw going on 
around me in art education. 
So, what is a paradigm? A paradigm is commonly described as 
any pattern, example, or model. Educational theorists and social 
scientists use the word to denote ways in which knowledge or behav-
ior is structured and organized. In its broadest terms, a paradigm is 
a world view, an internally consistent orientation from which a 
conceptual and operational approach to functioning in the world is 
constructed. Usually, one does not consciously think and act from a 
deliberately predetermined paradigm, but when viewed from a 
distance, a pattern is discernible. If we can recognize the pattern and 
its relationship to other patterns, perhaps we can better understand 
our thoughts and actions. So, I see paradigms as useful tools . Such 
language may be mechanistic, but as we shall see, some technical 
knowing is necessary. The three orientations as identified by 
Habermas are derived from the history of philosophy but are not 
aligned with anyone philosophic position. They are as follows: 
Paradigm I : the Empirical-Analytic orientation [technical knowing1 
Paradigm lI:the Interpretfve-Hermeneutic orientation [situational 
knowing) 
Paradigm III : the Critical-Theoretic orientation [critical knowing] 
Each of these paradigms presupposes a specific cognitive ori-
entation to the world. Each represents what Habermas refers to as 
Kinterest,H a unique stance with distinctive goals and values. Know-
ing is not neutral as we usually assume, but is highly influenced by 
fundamental interests. 
Paradigm I: Empirical-Analytical 
The concept of root metaphor, originated by Pepper (1942) as 
a starting point for explicating world views, is a useful one for 
investigating inquiry orientations. Aoki (1978) begins his descrip-
tion of each orientation by isolating a Wroot activity~ . In the case of 
the empirical- analytical orientation, or Paradigm I, the root 
activity is work,intellectual and technical work that will help to 
relate people to the natural world. Work is seen as a productive 
process that has as its basic intent a cognitive interest in the control 
of objects in the world. The relationship a person has with the world 
is one in which the two are separate and isolated. The world is an 
object and people act upon it. TtJe interest, to use Habermas' term, 
• 
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is in a person's intellectual and technical control of the world and in 
efficiency, certainty, and predictability. The knowledge forms that 
promote this interest are facts , generalizations, theories , and cause 
and effect laws. Understanding is in terms of these empirical forms 
of knowing. Explanation is given In causal, functional, or hypotheti-
cal- deductive statements and evaluation is means-ends based. 
The experimental study, embedded In paradigm I, has long been 
the dominant approach to education research. Experimental control, 
validity, and the ability to make generalizations are emphasized, and 
~varlables are manipulated and their effects on other variables are 
observed" (Campbell and Stanley, 1963, p 1). When the goal is 
factual and statistical understanding, and when it is necessary to 
know which phenomena are repeatable and predictable in order to 
exert control over situations and environments, this approach is 
realistic and effective. Indeed, its central concern is to be effective. 
What would art teaching and art teacher education look like 
under this paradigm? To the extent that products, facts, skUls, and 
techniques are emphasized (in other words , technical knowing), the 
art teacher is working from an empirical-analytic paradigm. Out-
comes are looked at in terms of objects, competenCies, and behavioral 
objectives. Just as this paradigm is the dominant one in educational 
research, it also tends to dominate classroom practice. Likewise, art 
teacher education would emphasize learning theories, techniques, 
and strategies. The central concerns would be control and objectivity, 
cost-accountability and product efficiency. 
This orientation evolved from the scientific method and re-
ceived its educational applications from behavioral theory. It is most 
effective when the objects under scrutiny will hold still and can be 
isolated into groups for controlled observation so som: kind of 
treatment can be applied. The uniqueness and messiness that are 
inherent in lived situations tend to be diminished. However, diffi-
culties arise because education is a social process, and children and 
edUcators are subjective, growing human beings. When we realize 
that our goals for teaching go beyond simple object making and that 
the questions we are asking go beyond simple fact finding and 
quantification into complex areas of human interaction, the empiri-
cal-analytic paradigm has been stretched to its logical limit of use-
fulness. 
Paradigm II: Interpretive.Hermeneutic 
The root activity of this paradigm is communication or, as Aold 
puts it, relating people to their social world . A person's relationship 
with the world is reflexive - it is people-in-their-social world . 
This orientation o~iginates in the philosophical stance of phenom-
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enology, The interest here is in experimentally meaningful, authen· 
tic intersubjective understanding, Understanding is intersubjective 
in that it is one subject or person knowing another as individuals 
capable of experiencing the world in similar ways, It is authentic to 
the extent that others are not made to feel themselves as objects or 
things. Understanding is defined in terms of the meanings, people (or 
in phenomenological language, Mactors") give to situations and 
experiences in their everyday, lived world, The knowledge form 
sought is situational knowledge, or the knowing of the structure of 
interpretive meanings. This kind of structure is referred to as the 
essence, ground structure, or deep structure of a phenomenon, It is 
the mode of knowing called phenomenological understanding. 
The aim of this understanding is to get under perceived phs· 
nomena in order to directly confront the phenomena in question. It 
is seen as a method that would lead us to the root by moving from mat· 
ters of fact to essences, from empirical to essential universality, to 
an understanding of structures firmly grounded. It searches for the 
deep structures of human events and actions to discover the rules or 
modes that give them order. [The phenomenological researcher talks 
about repeatability and identliY of meaning instead of generalizabil· 
ity, reliability, and validity. He or she thinks in terms of essences 
.. and deep structure. The words used by phenomenologists are them· 
selves revealing (e.g., root, ground, deep, essential, presence). 
An art teacher operating from a Paradigm II orientation is 
interested in the subjective and intersubjective meanings the work 
(both the artwork and the process of working) has for the individ· 
ual child, Such a teacher strives for what Buber (1967) calfs an I· 
thou relationship with a learner. The student is regarded as an 
authentic self. There is a primary concern with process and events, 
Likewise, teachers in their education are to be educated "to make 
their own way as persons , if not as producers; they are to be educated 
so that they may create themselves.~ (Greene, 1967, p 4). In 
preparing to become a teacher, not only must one understand the 
theory, methods, and practice of education, one must also understand 
oneself. The purpose is existential In that the emphasis is on the 
student 's personal discoveries through his or her own thoughts, 
feelings, actions and choices. While the student learns about many 
things during this period, it is the learning that bears directly on 
one's personal orientation to teaching that is of primary importance. 
It is the learning that is the response to the human longing for order 
and meaningfulness in an dense, immediate, contingent, Mabsurd," 
world, The process is a dialogue with others and with oneself, in the 
world of things, people, and ideas. Greene (1973) calls tt creating 
and choosing oneself and says that .. as one chooses and becomes re· 
sponsible for those choices, he or she achieves a continuity of identity 
and a continuity of knowing" (p 163). 
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The aim is to stand forth as an existing self as one teaches. The 
end is not the fabrication of a role or the construction of a disembodied 
self, but the achievement of an identity, This identity is one of self 
In relation to lived Situations, understood, and transcended, The self· 
aware teacher can then give his or her own students a sense of their 
own possibilities as existing, conscious persons, present to them· 
selves who can deal critically with their own realities. But what is 
there to ensure that what is developed in a student teacher is a critical 
consciousness, not merely a self·centered and adaptive one? What is 
there to remind him or her that teaching is a political act and that what 
is taken tor granted in our school and community experiences must 
be questioned and made explicit? In order to shift into this kind of 
consciousness, we must shift paradigms, 
Paradigm III: Critical-Theoretical 
The root activity in the critical orientation is reflection, or the 
relating of people to their selves and their social world. Its funda· 
mental interest is emancipation and improvements of the human con· 
dition by rendering transparent tacit and hidden assumptions and by 
Initiating a process of transformation designed to liberate people. 
The valued people· world relationship is people-in·their·world, 
with their world. It is a relationship in which a person reflects on 
the world and acts in order to transform it. A central notion is that 
of praxiS, the reciprocity of thought and action. 
Understanding is considered in terms of reflection, an6t knowl-
,edge is a result of a process of critical thinking that combines 
'reflection and action. Evaluation is considered in terms of discover· 
jng underlying assumptions, interest. values. motives. perspec· 
tlves, root metaphors, and implications 10r action to improve human 
conditions, This paradigm takes meanings, the essences, and the 
understandings of multiple realities gained from the situational· 
Interpretive orientation and adds the critical dimension. It probes 
for tacitly held intentions and assumptions, discovers implications 
for actions. and "promotes a theory of man and society that is 
grounded in the moral attitude of liberation." (Aoki,1978, p, 63), 
Who are the critical theorists in the art classroom? They are 
the teachers who see learning as understanding and understanding as 
self· reflection leading to critical knowing, leading to action. The aim 
is a raised critical consciousness about the visual world linked 
inextricably to the social world. The method is one of deliberately 
relating this understanding to action in a larger community. It is not 
merely learning about the community or dOing things in the commu-
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nity. It is the effort to make problematic what is taken for granted 
and to make explicit and to question that which underlies our school 
and community experiences. Admittedly, examples of Paradigm III 
art teachers and art teacher educators are few. Perhaps more exist 
than may be immediately evident and although they exemplify this 
basic orientation, they may describe what they do in different ways. 
My point is that whether or not it is clearly articulated, art 
educators, when engaged in inquiry or practice cannot help but 
operate out of some sort of paradigm. I have found this particular 
paradigmatic structure a useful one for getting a handle on how and 
why art educators think and act as they do. It also appears to have 
struck a responsive chord with Elleda Katan. She has used it as a tem-
plate to examine her own conceptualization of what it is that she 
thinks and does as an art educator, accepting some of the precepts and 
rejecting others. Certain thoughts and practices can be brought to 
consciousness for examination and when understood and contextual-
ized, extended and elaborated. This brief explanation and recapitu-
lation of the three paradigms is meant to lay a foundation for 
furthering the dialogue between Elleda and me and as an invitation to 
a broader audience to Join the dialectical process. 
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Our dialogue preceding the workahop had gone like thla: 
February 2!5,1988 
To Harold of Nova Scotia: 
I'm feeling guilty. I have so many documents with 
which to orient myself to your way of thinking - "Brother 
can you spare a paradigm?" and "What does It mean to be 
a Itudent telcher?" from I 1985 Canadian Review of AE 
Relearch. From me, you have nothing, I feel con.clence. 
bound to send you a progress report on my thinking about 
our presentation together so that there will be no sur· 
prise •. 
Something Dl.2H central : You de.crlb. Aokl •• 
ballevlng that the boundaries between paradigms II and 111 
ar. Ie •• distinct that those between Paradlgma I and 
1I ••• that the trlnsltlon tram the second to the third I. more 
fluid, the latter being extended from the former. Now, I 
remembar that way back at my first reldlng of your 
article - after ab.orblng the amazing thought that there 
ware thase three paradigms Ind that I really should read 
thla guy Habermas - I did feel that some key Ingredients 
were ml.slng in the description of paradigm 111. My lived 
and unexamined experience of what you were teaching ma 
to call "Paradigm III" was that It was as different ,. night 
from day trom Paradigm II - while Paradigm I and II were 
really two sides of the .ame coin. 
However, another part of me laid to 'slow down'. If 
thl. Dr. Pearse said It, and It's printed In Studl •• , then, 
It must be true I If I was feeling there was .uch a huge 
difference between II and III, It must be becau.e the whole 
critical perspective was 80 new and .0 fresh. I wa. 
exaggerating the meaning of the event for the rest of the 
world because of the way I was exp.rlenclng It Inside 
my.elf. 
Well. I don't know If It hi. to do with getting to know 
Dr. Pearse a8 'Harold', or not ... but as I prepare for the 
National Conference, I find that I really do balleve In my 
original gut level reaction. As Aokl describe. paradigm 
III, It I. a. an extension of Paradigm II : "Thl' paradigm 
(III) taka. meaningl, the essence., and the understand· 
Ing' of multiple realities gained from the situational· 
Interpretative orientation and adds the critical dlmen· 
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slon". As so described, It hardly represents, as I see 
It, a paradigm shift. What Is being attended to has 
changed, but not the conceptual framework within 
which It gains Its meanings. 
And what Is Elleda's (& C Wright Mills & Bourdleu 
& others) paradigm III? If, as I Just stated, "the mark 
of a paradigm shift Is a change In the conceptual frame-
work with which a same phenomena Is viewed", then a key 
concept around which to distinguish paradigms Is that of 
'obJectivity', or the preferred Intellectual-soclal-psy-
chologlcal stance of the Individual Inquirer who would get 
results that count. (Now, doesn't that sound a lot more phenom-
enologically sensitive than the 'dominant cognitive interests' Aoki 
offers?) 
Empirical oblectlvltv : Through disengagement from 
personal and social contexts, an Impersonal Investigation 
and public evidence produces a universality of results 
applicable to all times and circumstances where same 
phenomena are Investigated. 
phenomenological oblectlvltv : Through bracketing, 
or the deliberate effort to set aside all ontological 
Judgments about the 'nature' and 'essence' of things, 
events, etc., personal reflection and subJective-lnter-
subjective evidence produces a record of the mental 
processes of experiencing which Is universal to all the 
times and circumstances within which self-conscious 
human Inquiry Is undertaken. 
Critical oblectlVlty : Through locating oneself wl~hln 
one's period and ones social group(s) and taking con-
sciousness of the 'Invisible architecture of assumptions' 
within those particular Institutional and social contexts, 
one can attain a mode of control over previously uncon-
trolled factors In thought, the unconscious motivations 
and presuppositions' (Mannhelm) and so an Imperfect and 
temporary obJectivity. Inquiry becomes a form of par-
ticipation within a given historically changing tradition 
In Its Interrelatedness to other traditions contemporane-
ous to and preceding It In SOCiety. Universality In 
Paradigm III resides not In the results of Inquiry, but In 
Its conditionS-i.e., those of being Issue of a particular 
historical and social time within which the variety of 
group formations establishes the existential basis for 
Individual thought. 
The test for whether these represent three substan-
tively distinct paradigm orientations would be whether 
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the definitions of 'work' and of 'communication' and of 
'reflection' change according to the paradigm within 
which one works. I think that they do. 
Ah, well It seems to me as If I've been trying most 
of these last years to clarify the difference between the 
phenomenological and the critical. . Teachers College was 
a phlnomenologlst's paradise, what with Maxine Greene, 
Justine Schorr, Dwayne Heubner. While I took most of 
Maxine's and Dwayne's courses, their Ideas always 11ft 
ml frustrated. There Just did not seem to be the necessary 
linkages between their theory and my school practice. I'm 
really delighted to be forced to use the next weeks as a 
house cleaning of my mind. 
Looking forward to seeing you In LA. Take care, 
Elleda Katan 
March 29,1988 
Elleda M' Dear: 
Thank you for the progress report on your thoughts ... I like the way you 
outline your encounter with the theory I elaborated and how the notions meshed(or 
didn't) with your already well-developed intuitive theory of art education from the 
critical perspective. 
My first thought is that maybe the best way to introduce the session is an 
account of our initiation to these ideas and our sense of discovery on finding the 
paradigms .... Then outline the three paradigms. 
I see from glancing al the proposal that we are presenting this meta-theory 
as a theoretical foundation for an teacher education programs, so will ktep that in 
mind and try to relate my examples 10 teacher education .... 
The last ten minutes could be where we can argue the validity and usefulness 
of the model. Does each paradigm represent a distinct world view or is one an 
extension of the other? Maybe your critique will explode the model so that it is 
unrecOgnizable. At least let's hope (and aim) forsomething fuller than wha t I started 
with. Looking forward to seeing you in L.A. Harold Pearse 
snd the dlslogue following the workshop . 
July 1,1988 
HI,Haroldl 
I am Just reading your condensed version of the Three 
Pradlgms article. You do write with such an easy grace. 
Had a thought though .... Could you provide scenar-
Ios, course sequencls, bibliographies, projects, organ-
Izing concepts which distinguish your art teacher educa-
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tlon program from one built upon an empirical model ? 
For Instance, I remember an NAEA workshop that you gave 
with Nick [Webb) In which you had had your students do 
a rather unique form of research. . . waa It their own art 
aa a child? . .. something deeply reaponslve to a 
phenomenological sensibility and treating a range of 
Imagery not conventionally attended to within an art 
achool. 
Also, I'm sure that the way In which you Introduce 
yourself and have your studenta get to know each other I. 
dlatlnctlve. For Instance, I remember a former student 
of yours talking about a coffee corner at Novi Scotia and 
Its role In supporting a special ambiance within the 
program. 
I ask you this both because that 's what I wlnt to talk 
about, and because I think that that's Juat the form of 
linkage that la '0 sadly mls.lng within our professionll 
dialogues and research. 
Whew. The I lr Is thick with honeysuckle. Thunder', 
on the sky's edge. Humid. Salt. Trees waving It me to come 
outside. Love It, Ellede 
July 12, 1988 
Dear Elleda : 
Thanks for the note. . .. I like your suggestion of including concrete 
examples of "organizing conceptsn that characterize the kindof an teachereduca-
lion program I favour .... Theway I would like to approach it though is to wait until 
I see yours and then Iry to work in my examples ina way that would parallel yours 
... In the meantime, I will be thinking of examples and making nolCs- maybe even 
a draft. 
Hoping to hear from you soon. Harold 
July 25,1988 
DearHarold: 
Lorely. More words from Leda I As you cln probably 
gues., I'm chugging along on the critical aegment of our 
duet. r just realized that 80methlng amusing's happening 
sa I develop It. I thought I' d ahare It with you, both IS I 
progre.s report Ind also possibly to see It you would Ilk. 
to play along with It. 
In redrafting my tllk Into a paper, I'm picking up 
with some meaaure of concrataness on the I.aues that 
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kicked me Into critical gear In the very phenomenologi-
cal mlll.u In which I received my education and began my 
teaching within higher ed. As a result, the piper Is 
becoming anecdotal , a auto-bIographical account, some-
what mythologIzed Into Ideal types. I find myself learning 
and teaching myself a lot of fascin ating things as I rathink 
my paat from my present day perspective. Hummed along 
on that track for a few days . . .... Ind then felt I ahould 
st.p back and look at the whole and se. how what I waa doing 
fit tog.th. r with your place. 
I wa. aurprlsed to aee how autobiographical my 
paper had becomel 
Now, the two people who have best modeled for me the 
autobiographical mode are you and Amy [Brook Snider]. 
In a a.nle, It's one of tha gifts of the phenomenological 
.enslblllty, and you two have been the vehicle for bring-
Ing It Into my practice. Without the work done with you, 
I doubt that I would have entered Into the format for this 
article with anything like the same comfort and e.se. 
And yet what an Irony, for what did I find wh. n I 
reread your article? While your style Is wonderfully 
Informal, and while you declare your allegiance to Para-
digm II quite frankly - and In so doing, you dlatance 
your.elf from academic formality and objectivity - you 
offer no p.rsonal hlstoryl How about It? What were your 
lasuea with the empirical mode of practice? Why did you 
reject It? In what way. did the Interpretive mode re.olve 
them? Old you do your education studies wfthln an 
empirically dominated program? Or was your tra ining, 
like my own, essentially within a phenomenological 
ambiance? One that for you made aena •.. . whll. for me, 
It didn't ? 
If so, how Inter.stlng. Why would that be? What 
forc.1 would lead a same social role In one rather than the 
other direction. For Instance, la It Important that my 
background la art history, not studio? That I taught 
elementary In the '601 and In Manhattan, not high school 
In the 70, In Nova Scotia? That I'm a woman and mother 
Ind more readily fulfilled by the Idea of a career aa achool 
teacher. Would thIs be leiS likely to be true for a mal.? 
Could all this add up to my being more deeply/existen-
tially school teacher/educator rather than, aa you are, 
profe • • or/artlst ? Or was all this determined at the 
oedipal l.v.1 - the which Is hardly approprlat. for 
dlscuaalon within a professional Journal? 
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Wen the questlona are all lopaldedly my own. Do they 
engage your Intereats at all? 
Another surprise. In writing along, I realized that 
the catalyst for much of my first thinking about the 
education of teachers was the student teaching seminar, 
and the, to me, curious role played by the professora In 
responding to the problems of the student teachers In the 
field. Then 1 remembered your article In the Canadian 
Review of AE Research In '85. There also you reflect very 
deeply upon the exchanges within the student teaching 
aemlnar. Clearly, In aome way, It was a catalyst for you 
also, no? 
One of the problems 1a that this paper 18 so Interest-
Ing. I'm going to be hard put to ever call It finished. In 
a big measure, it Is my life. I enclos. a sketchy outline 
. .. mostly 80 that I will be forced to write It before the 
mall goes out . . . but also to Indicate to you where I am at. 
Take care, ... ,Elled. 
The draft of Elleda's article that was enclosed: 
It began with the paragraph offered at the beginning of the DIalogue [about 
the world being divided into three parts, although, because of the nature 
of the issues at hand, EI/eda's definition of the third part or paradigm is 
quite dissimilar from Harold's], and then continued . ... 
"What were my issues? Well, central was the fact that as a 
longtime school teacher teaching for the first time within the 
university setting, I felt myself to ·be a stranger in a strange land. 
Until then, my experience had been inner city Manhattan, in elementary, pre- and 
after-schools, during the progressive resurgence of the 60s. Now, I found that I had 
left the fennent of social and political experimentation in schools and their 
communities for an institution linle interested in community and intellectually 
superior to social imagination. From highly collaborative projects, I now worked 
within a ceaseless competition. From contents integrated around student and social 
well-being, I now worked within content areas serving their own elaboration. Not 
least, that which I valued most in myself as a professional educator was demoted to 
"personal style" and "techniques"; that which I valued least -student projectS in 
education research and artmaking - were sent out for publication and hung up on 
gallery walls. 
Now, like any of you reading this piece, I'd spent a number of years as a 
university student, so it wasn't all totally unexpected. However, I'd done that late 
in life and after hours. It had been experienced as little more than a gray necessity 
between my childrens' bedtime and my own. Now, as a "professor," I had to live 
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out my meanings within the institution. At first glance, this seemed easy enough. 
My colleagues were delightful - witty, wise, lively, subtle, sensitive, creative. 
Theywere people that I loved to call' friends ' , and who greeted me the same. Alike, 
we read Dewey, valued community and ate quiche. And yet, that which most 
troubled me was invisible to them. That which they thrived upon was for me 
problematic. When I declared my corrunitments, they called me 'dreamer' or 
'drudge', 'structure freak' or'missionary'. They'dhug me and continue on as if I'd 
never spoken. Clearly they were possessed of an expectation of their world and of 
their work which made or left hannonious j ust that which for me was conflicted and 
which made 'opposite' that which for me was "the same." What was it? 
Well, Harold's article didn't give me thnt answer. What it did give me with those 
three paradigms was a publicly labeled name and place formy alienated and isolated 
condition. I understood Paradigm One, or the empirical.analytic orientatiOn. to 
contain the vast majority of educator-technicians against which my colleagues 
aIongwith a large numberof other art educators protest. Paradigm Two, or the iIllsa: 
pretive-hermeueuticorientatjon, contained my wonderful but confusing colleagues 
in art ed. My Paradigm must then be Three: Thecritical-theoretic orientation. At 
last, a label, and it was the equal of the group that dominated my field. I was no 
longer an odd ball. That I didn't really know what this paradigm was, other than that 
it seemed a piece with the progressive education within which I had learned my 
practice, mattered less. I'd been given the courage to get on with it. With time, I 
wouldleam. 
The Strange Land 
The Student Teaching Seminar: 
• 
My first sense of a useful direction for my work within the university came 
from the student teaching seminar. Wonderfully, the full art ed faculty (all three of 
us) shared in the teaChing of the seminar and in the supervision of the student 
teachers. Thus those who had designed the preparatory content met weekly with the 
students who took it into the field. Fueled with coffee and donuts, the spirit was 
supportive and generous. A collaborative community within the remorseless 
competition of higher education. A center for ideals within a number-crunching 
bureaucracy. The language was playful, personal, humorous, poetic. I felt blessed. 
It was a grand space to get one's sea legs as a first-time professor and an ideal place 
to evaluate the art ed program in tenus of the social reality it served. 
Or so I thought. 
My sense of pOSSibility was tempered by an exchange during the first 
session. The student teachers had arrived with the glazed eyes and fued smiles 
many of us saw in our own mirrors after our first five days of internship. After 
wann-up chatter, one colleague launched discussion with the question: "What 
small thing have you been able to do in this first week in the schools in order to 
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change in some measure the atmosphere and attitudes of the institution ?" Utterly 
stunned., I asked him what he'd changed aboutlhe university in lhe recent past. He 
seemed. to find my question as inappropriate as I did his. How could two people be 
so far apan? I looked anxiously for the answer in the months that followed. 
Each week the student teachers came back from their internships, often 
discouraged., sometimes feeling betrayed: their students tore up an projects; 
principals complained of noise; teachers patronized the specialists. How could a 
generosity and a commitment sucb as theirs be received with such indifference? 
How couldan activity so central to their own well-being not be important and valued 
by others? My colleagues provided a strong shoulder and a good ear. Their 
questions moved the student teachers to reflect upon lheirexperiences and to enter 
into the feelings of their students. The conversation was gentle, supportive. 
sensitive, a slow sifting about and returning, always reaching out for and eventually 
regaining equilibrium. However, there was little reference to past course work and 
how it might infonn present actions. No reference to the future possibilities served 
by the projects in hand. Instead, we seemed to be nestled within a permanent pres-
ent; to be spectators, not panicipants in the world; to be judges, not partners with 
the schools, The result was that the student frustration with their internships was 
seen not as reflecting upon an art education program in need of change, but as 
confirmation of the inadequacy of the larger world to the art programs qualities. I 
ended up asking myself just woo was being served by tbis community and these 
ideals. Was it the larger public good or group therapy? Were these the issues of 
American education or of the well being of specialists? If the latter was true, it 
became imponant to figure out whether there really was any role here for someone 
imbued with the '60s vision of changing society through its schools. Would tbis 
protective posture prove too strong and too necessary to its proponents? Or could 
the very genuine individual generosity and love for the arts and for children be 
opened up and connected to socially responsive goals? 
The University Preparation: 
The more I listened. to theconversationofthe seminarsessions, the more the 
betrayal seemed to lie less with schools and more with the knowledge that the 
student teachers brought to them. All they knew of an media were the scatter shot 
learnings from their studio classes. Some knew high fire clay and Raku traditions. 
None knew low fire technology and faience ware. Some knew engraving and 
Rembrandt's exemplars. None knew relief print and Hiroshige. Now,abruptly, all 
ofourstudentleachers were obliged to learnall the media of the school an roomand 
under pressured conditions. There was no lime to relate schoolroom technologies 
to the knowledge acquired in the university Sludios-andso it went largely unused. 
Further. they had all been taught art history as a succession of western styles, 
realized, predominantly, within painting. They knew little oftheart bistoriesofthe 
non.paint media norofthean concepts they were now teaching. Again, no timenow 
for research - so history was excluded or trivialized. And their few courses in the 
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humanjties were so disparate and specialized. They provided no roundation on 
which the group could build toward a common understanding of the visual eulture 
of America. Their immediate concern had to be the material culture of the 
Hammet's catalog. The result was an instructional content soone.rumensional that 
it excluded the meanings of most students; so subjective that it ill served a public 
education; so elitist it ignored the values of the community; and so technical it drew 
little of the student teacher's artistic sensibility into play. 
The Art Education Preparation: 
And what of the twO an education courses that these students had shared? 
The function of such courses should be, shouldn't it, to bridge the gap between the 
knowledge of the university and the work of being schoolteacher? Clearty, the 
courses-had nourished a spirit of mutuality and trust. Equally clearly, there was little 
reference to their content. Readings in Lowenfeld were the grand exception. 
Students remembered him gratefully. They were thrilled to discover in their 
student's art projects the developmental stages he described. They seemed to 
welcome some fonn of pattern to their work. The professors. on the other hand, 
referred repeatedly to the bountiful and distinguished literature listed in the 
bibliography for the imroduetory cowse, HistoO' and Theory of An Education. 
Quotes were dropped into theanecdo13 I discussions of lhesentinar like inspirational 
milestones, recalling qualities of " I· thou'" communication, ofereative inspiration, 
of artistic experience, and so reaffirming a common ground in ideals. 
And the Methods and Materials course? At most, there were references to 
techniques found in the readings. Otherwise, the course seemed to have been a 
miscellany of administrative strategies, how·to recipes, union speakers, inspira-
tional books, and case histories, aU offered at a level too particular te generalize 
readily to the internship situation. Absent was systematic study of instructional 
designs, of teaching practices, or of educational goals - in a word, the structures 
tbatmediatebetweentheoryandpractice. Suchmauers,saidmycolleagues. reduce 
learning to asocial determinism andart toa fonnula. Thespontaneous, the intuitive 
and the unpredictable get scheduled out and the very special gift of the arts - that 
creative encounter which makes of each individual a whole- is lost. An becomes 
indistinguishable from other areas of instruction. In place of such studies, my 
colleagues seemed to have an unspoken faith that 'METHODS, semester two' 
would offer the techniques to bring some form of idealized 'ARTISTIC EXPERI-
ENCE, semester one' to any and all students, whether child or adult. whether 
compelled or self selecting, whether of our culture or of another. And their faith was 
nowished by the fact that their way was the way that it was done everywhere else. 
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Strange Land Inverted 
Inversion: 
Such had DOt been the case in the schools where I had worked. There, we 
repeatedly challenged " the way that it was done" - especiaUy when that way was 
our own. We'd schedule ourselves the time to surface from day-to-day pragmatics 
in order to check out our program activities against changing contexts and stated 
purpose, When the process ofstepping backand taking perspective proveddifficull, 
we'd play out an exercise we caUed"InversioD," one in which we'd try to visualize 
a teaching practice that was the mirror opposite to our own. The first effortS were 
always banal, but with the whole group working together, we'd slowly unpeel the 
layers of assumptions that habit made invisible. By engaging everyone who 
panicipaled in the teaching practice, there would develop a spirit of commoncause 
which would extend from our meeting back into the classroom. I was tempted to 
suggest the same exercise to my colleagues. However, their interest in alternative 
schools did not seem to transla Ie into an interest in alternatives to their own practice, 
So, for a [irst time, I played Out the exercise alone: What would be the teacher 
education program that was as opposite as possible to the one just described? 
Abstra~ Commonsense: 
What if a program did not begin with theoretical ideas as authored by 
singular individuals in isolation [rom their practices? What if instead of Plato, we 
began with the practices and theories of Ihe class paOicjpants themselves, both 
teacher and students, their values. skills, interests. experiences, but mostly, with 
their passions. What if we then pushed ourselves to continuously broaden our 
sphere of consideration in a movement away from self- expression and towards 
group action: beyond individual concerns and towards public problems; away from 
the private creativi ty of the aoist aDd towards the institutionally and intellectually 
complexcreativityofthe teacher. Periodically, we 'd revisit those dimensions of our 
individual lives which hold a high vitality in order to integrate them into the new 
understandings. Thus they would be personalized and held responsive to qualities 
of passion. of empathy, and of insight. Rather than begin in a strange place which 
with funherstudies becomes familiar, we'd begin with the familiar and buildslow!y 
towards the strange. 
Ideal ",""" Concrete: 
What if a program did not promulgate an ideal, born on poetic imagery and rooted 
in Subjective and individual experience? What if inslead. it began with a compre-
hensive and concrete jnvemo[), of the an skills and knowledic needed to be an an 
teacher in the schools in the present? Ifitthenstudied tOOse mediaandconcepls and 
modes of an as componentS within the richest and broadest network of connections: 
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connections reaching out into the world surrounding the students, their schools, the 
larger community, the biosphere: connections extending back to the moment when 
humansfustfelt the need to which thai activity was a response; connections into the 
major forms of cultural elaboration that that activity has known in human history? 
And what if the key resource for this research was seen as a collaboration between 
professors of art, school teachers and unlversity students towards the "best" 
solutions serving a shared social role? Rather than begin and end with the ideal. 
begin with the real and build towards the "best "possibilities for that social role 
within the varied contexts within which it must function in the here and now. 
Absolutes c0c$ Alternatives: 
And finally, having dropped the notion of an education as a single ideal. 
isolated from the other coment areas of formal educalion and from the informal ans 
experiences of the young, we'd heapen 10 thestudyoflbemanyanseducaljollS that 
exist within our society, Mosl immediately. there are the several art educations 
within the university - studio, craft, design, architecture, media - the Structure of 
their content differing with their respective positions within the hierarchy of 
occupatiOns. Ala step more removed, lhereare the art educations of the schools -
preparatory, parochial, vocational and public - each inflected towards the place 
within social hierarchy of their student populations. Yet another step fuhher and 
less formal , there are the quilt workshops of the Womans Guild; the historic house 
tOUJSof the Wellesley Club; the wet canvas how-tos on public TV; the shipyardap-
prenticeships; the pick-and-glue of the pre-schools, each reflecting the ideals of 
distinct social groups, ethnic traditions, and gender models. From there. we'd build 
backwards to the origins of each practice in history, and sideways towards an 
ecologyo[ the art educations whichsuslain our contemporary society. pe educa-
tional imagination fully exercised, we'd be equipped to debate the possibility of 
alternatives, wouldn', we. both to those educations andforthatsociety in the future? 
Rather than a singular art education which under cenain limited conditions 
succeeds, the notion of a lternative an educations whiCh, where knowingly formed 
and re-formed, are not only successful withina variety of contexts, but can influence 
those contexts and the social conditions within which they take place. 
Ah-h-h-h. There it was. A grand reversal! It brought me back home. Back 
to the notion of education as a grand experiment with the teacher at the creative 
center. rather than education as the perpetuation of the predefined with the teacher 
as the technician applicator. Back to the notion of collaborative projects between 
the members of one generation a nentive to the well-being of a future one, ra therthan 
the competitive mastery among individuals of predefined career skills. Back to an 
education in service to a society that nol only changes but has as its ideal, those 
changes which would render it more fully a democratic. This in the place of a 
therapeutic subgroup operating within an endless and self serving present. This was 
what 1 would he about! What was t 10 do? A reversal in the head - and in one 
beadalont- is not a program in educa tion. How to begin tocarI)' these values into 
an educational practice within the strange land in whichInow worked, andio which 
The,. w" more, but HIIwld wwr. #Mdt; • . 
0.:., EUcdo: 
I've OnaUy II:ad I ClWIce to railllIro\IglI YO'" InK: Ie ••• My only rnerv.slion 
io thaI pcrMp' II is 100 IlIImmotll - did you say,)'O\I we~ ~ng 10 .. ricc I ~ 
I ... ~U.ll""l y<lue"cUfierpage 7beca...., Ilhink Ibe mala polnillu bccnmodc:. 
[ haw 5JlgbUy rt1llOlkcd. my pan to illClllde tlIampks from 1M lUCile, e4 
prna .. m "'[Illin ",lIich I .. ork 10 illlA1nI1C Par.tdlg:m IL &wever, lllon'l want I" boo 
100 l\eavity , ulobIOJgr.&pllical ill iong .inee I "",nl my pan 10 Kr'Ve mort as 
bKkpWld was Imtoduction 10 YOW' paper. 
Yo .. Iu!c.rw, &f\cr rc:aIlins: your <lo:I.criptiofl of 110", yo ..... pprwcb 10 an 
IeKMr educldoII has CYO]vcd, I'm ~ mort convinced 11111 tbeI.e paradigms 
.......t. yo .... notion 01. In eclucation as , Mgrud rtvoets.ll~ wltlcb quesliom Ibe Iakol-
for -pcIe4 csllbli:l.bcd orcIcr aDd o;mpbosizcs Ibe JOeiI[ _XI or In. educltion, 
IeKIIets, Ium!I$, Wi! Kbools silS squudy lawhal l ~ lObe !be Paradigm 
m ... mp. Ilhint lllal !be !bon corniDg5 amli.millilom wbicb)'O\l all .. 10 havoe 
mort 1000 willi my sketchily~" dcIc:ripti<.m 0( 1M I'lrao1Igms than witlt a 
weakDess !litho: modIel. 
Hope 10 bur from )'0\1 soon. Harold 
H.rold ', ",U"htly r.work.d p.rt~ I. th. fol/owln" p.r.-
",.ph, 10 b. ,dd,d 10 th. p".dl"m It •• ctlon 0' tho orl"ln.' 
paptIf . .. . 
The an teacher education program with which ' em jlfll!MInlly 
Involved display, many of thl!$ll leatu r'$. Throughout the progrem 
the students, In theif rolee as student 1e1llfl8f8 an<! atudenl leachllf's, 
must keep JournalS as a vehicle lor rllCOfdlng thelr enCOUM'" with 
Ide ... Individual8, groups, and situations. and for retktclln" on haw 
new IIltperienees relat. (or do nol relal.) 10 th. exislinO I.brie of 
th llir emerging world as an educato rs . This n lHl lalogue 1$ but-
lIesaed by inleraction with other Sllldents, IKU~y and cooperating 
leachers _ alt eOIl.ague,. " is no coincidence thaI what a vlsilot 10 
Ihe Art Educallon Divilion firsl notices 1$ a pot ollr. shly brewed 
00II". The neltl is "robably lhoe area with comlonab le chairs and iI 
coIIee table IInerlld w~h magazines and lournal$, whet. students and 
laeutty (aometim&8 ~s hard 10 1IIIIIhem apart) gather and converse. 
He or sIl. w~1 proWbly also nol miss Ihe posterS lilting lhe upcoming 
evente lot Ihe -Art Ed...cation Common Hour," a weekly Friday noon 
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opportunity 10 lI'Iare IUI'lCh and listen 10 end debate with a speaker Of 
workshop leadttr - as likely 10 be a studenl eotleague as a vlstling 
'expert'. AI 01 this and more contribulee 10 lhe «&alion of an 8fM. 
ronment in whict1 tile student leacher can !eel Ills or !'let'Seft being an 
1ICI1v. ~rtlc lpant In the jlfocess 01 becoming a teach • . 
Augutl 18, 198" 
D .. , d .. r H.rold: 
I'v •• 1I0w.d In awlul Urn. I.p .. In our dl.logu., I 1m 
.orry. I'v, btln dlv.loplng tho .. pOlt-p.gl_1 p.g... AI 
you 'ntlclpltec:t, tho whol. II glUing far 100 long .nd 
cumberlorn. 10 bl I plrt of Inythlng Clllld -I dl.logul-, 
SOlMhow Ihough, the work l'vI b .. n doing I .. ml Impor-
Itnt In getting 10 I good pl.c. trom which 10 contrlbull • 
nlxt IIIP In our con ... r.Hlon . 
And WHAT I .. rtnge pllce I lind my .. 11 Inl 
a .. leaUy, I ",auld ch.rlct .. ln It .. Ihl. : Id .. l , 
prOC:ldur .. , conc .. nl thet origin Illy ,ppalr.d 10 m ... 
m ... !y Inltr.lt lng. pl.ylul, provoc.tlve, colorlul , I now 
••• II methodoloolell Impe"Uv .. , with .thlc.1 Ind po. 
IItlc.' .Ignlflc.nc., 
For Inll.nea: When I II", bagln I .. chlng II Ih. 
IInlnrl"y 1 .... 1, I IIW my lob .1 Ih.t of tlghltnlng up on 
Ih. II.ck m.n.;.m.nt 01 my eoll"0u... Whln I flret 
pl'Yld oul the ' .. ehlng-tllehl" Inv.rllon, I IIW II'°at a 
nl.t Inl.lIlctual puzzl., eaplurln; m.ny tdll' In I.w 
wordl. In the atm. 'plrll, wh.n I wrotl you Ihll pI"dlgm 
111 "'" " .. d lfflunt II night from d.y from p .. adlgm " 
- whlle P.r.dlgm I .nd II wer. r .. lly Iwo lid .. 01 thl .. m. 
coin, ~ I Ihoughl Ih.1 I "'" II lklng o n ly .bout Inltllectual 
IYII.ml. 
But no totlgtr, Hot.l.lII 
Alltr I y.ar 0' reading crlt lc.1 th.ory .nd .. tI.et. 
Ing b.ck upon progulllvl I •• chlng pucllc... thl 'TRUTH' 
I.ft Ih. p.g ... nd 'nt"ed Inlo my Int"pulatlon of lived 
IVlntl - I.e., the .. l.tlonlhlp bltwlan p.U.rnl 01 action 
.nd Iyll.m. 01 Ihollght II Inllorll ,"d v .. y polllleal. I 
dldn', JIlII diU., from my unlverally coUeagliOl In 
I.mparamenl or 'itching .tyl.. W. dillar.d oVlr Ih. 
'b .. l· dlllrlblillon 01 I"d lutho,lty 0 ... ., cultllral knowl_ 
..og., I"d h'"ca o .... r Ihe neture 01 th. 10cl.1 "rdar WI 
would Ilrv.. Th.1 Iltehl"9-tllehlrl Invar.lon w •• "·! 
Ju.t • ne.t puul.. It prolll.d I cov.rt .g.nd. with in 
In.tltuttonlnzed unlv.,.lIy prlctle .. to .ubv.rt d.mo. 
crltle pOillbllltl .. within our publle .duutlon. And 
piridiom lind II ALI. two .Id .. 01 I nrnl eotn, bee.u .. 
n.lth.r rlcognlze the pollt lce l content In Int.lt.ctu.1 . nd 
.0cl.1 proce .... , Ind Ih.r. lore bOlh 1.11 to I.y the 
cr ltlc.1 found.llon lor .0cl.1 ch.no. : how.v.r dlll.r · 
ently .. ch Inh.blt. th •• t.tu. quo, both I .. v. It untouch.d. 
Pu.dlg m [II, EII.cl/CWym./ Gouldnel /M.nnh.lm·v.r. 
.Ion, on th' other h.nd, do .. , .nd It dOli It by .. king v.ry 
tough qUlllloM Ibout onellif .nd .bout onl'l prlc llc ... 
Whit kind of qUlltion. em I IIlklng Ibout? Will, In 
my Introduclory pUIgllph, I wrote Ih.t on. thloretlu l 
orl.nlltlon II not more right thin .nother ".ccordino 10 
.ome IblillCt m ... ur', bUI Ihlt .. ch I. ' mon right ' In 
provldlno In.wer. to • vuy dlnerlnt eet of I.euee. ~ 
That '. true .. Ilf ee It 001.. How,vlf. If one would work 
within the crltlul oll.nlltlon, It II only. Unt IIlp. To 
b.coml .ocl.lly, Ind nol lu.t p'rlon.lly, rllpon.lbl. , 
on. mull ,"OVI InlO In Implrlc.1 mod. of nlluch, .nd 
(1) tlke con.clou.n ... of Ih. plflod .nd __ 1.1 oroup,e 
within whiCh on. tOok on Id.nt lty, .nd with in Whic h on. ' . 
IIIUII wer. frlm. d Ind Ilbllld ""UII:' (2) Idlntlfy Ih. 
' Invl. lbl . uchltlclurl of ••• umpllone,' both cultural 
.nd .oclel, which ch.nctlll,. that O'OUP .t th.t tim. In 
hletory: (3) Ind th.n, .xlrlpoili. Ih. polltlul Ind 
.thlcII Impllcallon. 01 clfrylng the [ound v,lUII Into the 
practlc" 01 other oroup., or, In the cI.e of . dUCltOll, 01 
bl lno lno Ihol' v.lull to bll' In the formation of the 
gen,rltlon to com., In oth" word., that whiCh Ie nlilh.r 
mOrl or III. Ilghl In tlrm. 01 Ifflrmlng .n Indlvldu.1 
Id.nllty, b.comll mOil .mph.tlc.lly mOrl or 'ee' right 
wh.n brought Into publlo Ind prolll.lon.1 precilcil 
which would .h.p ••• ocl.ly. 
And the rol. of th lory .nd plredlgm. In III th l.? 
One. .g.ln, c rltlc.1 Ih.ory r.cognlze. th'l , Ilk. .ny 
'OCIII prOduct, th.ory .erv •• the Inte,lIt. of Ih •• 0cl.1 
group. Ihll g. ner.1I It . II' , .n In. trument by which th'y 
• CI with in Ind upon the world Ifound IMm, opening up 
under.tlndlng In w.y. which m.lnUln Ih. 'Ulhorlty .nd 
• utonomy 01 the th.ory·mlk.r •. And the socl,l group lor 
whom th.ory I. the wupon of cholc. " Ih.t cln. 01 lolk 
celt.d ' prol.llorl.' 0011 thle mlln thll th'y/we UII It 
'g,ln.' oth., .otl.1 group. In ord., to prl"rvs tM 
.uthorlty 01 the ir/oul own cl .. e? V .. , Indlld It dOli! But 
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not l/w'y" There lie good guyS/g.l •• nd b.d g.ll/gu.,.. In 
.v.ry crOWd. How. ver, to d l.crlmlnlt . the .ocl.lly good 
Irom b.d, w. mu. t ICC.pt th.t IhlOry c.n be • w .. pon 
.g.fn.' .. much ... _'pan '01 the good 01 the 11f1J.r 
.ocl.,y: Ind th.n .urnln. It not only .or Itl logicil 
coher.nc. Ind e"pre .. lvi powu, but fOI the polit ic. 
.mb.dded within both It. Intell.ctual I.nlI. .oclal proc· 
"M' 
For IIIImpl. , 111'e takl "The P.radlgm Profes.o,,~ 
_ H.bllm .. JAokl! II .1. Thill I" two qUlltlonl to Ilk 
: How did th.y flduce CIIt ICII th lory to • ,ub .. , of 
InlerprlUv. thlory? And why? 
How? Th.y " pllce the conc,pl cenllli to Ihe ·cr ltl · 
eel oll.nllilon of ' Idlology' [or intelleClua l sys teml 8S weap· 
ons for ,oclallnterests ] with ' pllldlgm, [or logically coherent 
patterns devoid [Iikl ',ellOlaBtl lp·] 01 conleKtual s peci flcily]. T1wI 
th'y p'otect InlllllClual Icllvlty Irom Ih. tarnl.h Of • 
polll l<:ll .gend • . 
They lab.1 the .cllvltles wh ich d l.tl ngullh the tllrll 
p.udlgml - Walk, communlcltlon, .. fI.ctlon _ ' Int .. . 
1111,' .nd th.n give .. th, d , fln ltlon. for tho .. Ih .. . 
actMIt .. (wh lcll II" all 'ctlvltl ...... h,pld by th, 
Intlrllt. III.y .. rvl ]. d . /lnltlon. which IIIV ... ductlvi 
t.chnocratlc .1It1al Intlle.t,. For In.llncl, ~woTk~ II 
not undltllood .. the mlny wlYs In which lIum,fI.I Ing.g. 
with tlll ir world In ordll to .u.taln, UpIOIl, e"pIII" 
chlngl th.lr 1111 within locl.ty _ I d.llnltlon _hlch 
op.n. oUlward, 10Wlfd. the lillgllt po .. lblllllll of cui. 
tUII!. adv.ntura. Inlilld, 'Walk' I, p .... nl.d II " 
cognltlvi Int.fllt In Ihe control 0' obj.ct. In th, n.tuli l 
world ' _ .nd Ihul I. reduced 10 In Int.lI,clual technology, 
or , .cl,nc •. Having pirfo rmi d the Iradltlonal I Cldemlc 
Inver.lonll flip, Ih. P,"dlgm Profilioll have tucked out 
01 , Ight Ihl ro l. 0' coll,cllv, eell In ler" I. [Unlvers itiea , 
where knowledge la organlud arouod the object s ludied - lite. 
nature. aoela llnstitutlons - rather Ihan araun<! the IOClal inlet l at. 
that knowledgll 86IVU, a re 01 courSa doing Ihls a ll the time.) 
TIley divide th. wOlld In two p.rta - WORK v • 
CO .... UNICATlON} REFUCTlON, Illu. m, lnllln lng IntlCI 
Ih. du.ll lms foundatlonll 10 the domln.llon of u p. rl a, • 
domlnil lon that depend. upon convincing ,vlryone of Ih. 
, uperlorlty 01 tholl who th lnk/up'lI. OVII tholl who 
mlllly work; 01 th . Ichol.r/.rtlet ovar III . IIYPI"on: 01 
the . dueellon ploflilor OVIr Ihl .chool lI.chll: of th, 
III.oll.t " of th.OlY OVII the prlctltlon.r " Of action. 
They construet I mod.1 In which the Implric,l, the 
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Interpretive, and the critical are presented a8 either/or 
cholcea organized around cognitive 'Intereats', thus 
blocking from recognition the fact that a 80clally relpon-
sible theoretical practice muat complement phenomenol-
oglcalty vivid detail with an equal emplrlca' attention to 
political-economic and SOCial-structural developments. 
And why do thll? Reducing critical theory to an add-
on to the Interpretive orientation drains It of the poten-
tial to ral.e troubling queatlons, questions that would 
make problematic the authority of the theorllt. (It's the 
theoretical correlate to the social reduction performed in every art 
teacher education program that I know: where the social role of 
teacher Is reduced to an add-on role to that of artist. While the 
theorist does this reduction through concepts, higher education does 
it through an Institutional structure whereby only students screened 
into studio art programs can elect to become teachers.] 
So now: Do you aee what a strange place I am In? Thla 
way of thinking ra's's a.rlou. questions for me about the 
social and polltlca' role of an art education field that 
exists Isolated within art colleges from the centra' Illues 
of a compulsory public education within a democracy. 
More and mor., the field of art education appear. to me to 
have performed historically the role of a therapeutic 
Interlude within a loclety that refules to take responsi-
bility for Itaelf, that hides from the Implication. of It. 
commitment •. 
What on earth doe. one do with such a perception? 
Who on earth want. to hear It? Why do , need to ever have 
such thought.? 
But. to get back to our dialogue. You mu.t hear In an 
thl. that 1 really do disagree with you and that the fault 
I. not In the Iketchlne.s of your de.crlptlone. I hope you 
al80 hear that the dleagreement Is a professional and not 
a per.onal one. I worry that that may not be clear. I lind 
that frequently tho.e colleague. who are drawn towards 
the Interpretlv. mode, are al.o thoae Individuals who 
equate agreement on Ideas with affection lor each other; 
dl.agreement with dislike -a contlatlon 01 the aubJective 
Into the objective at the level of psyche and 01 theory. 
What you should hear 'a that It la only aa we do love 
and re.pect each other that challenging dialogue can 
occur, dialogue which challenges our weaknesaes IS well 
a. profile. our strangths. For me, that I. why I ne.d 
friends like you and groups like the CaucuI: to help me 
atay lane while wandering off Into strange places. Having 
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a v.ry specific and kind and witty friend to which to 
addreas all 01 this allows It to happen. 
On rereading our correspondence, I allo realize that 
we haven't really had much 01 a dialogue. It'. under.tand-
able. You've only had bits and drab. 01 my thoughts to 
re.pond to and. for the most part, I haven 't been all that 
clear to myself. I hope that thl. last contribution offers 
a clarity and a development whIch wl11 Invite your 
rllponae. Doe. It respond to your Invitation to " explode 
th. model 80 that It I. unrecognizable" ? Will you abandon 
the declelon "to serve more •• background and aa Intro-
duction to [my) paper" - e.peclally now that that paper 
hiS outgrown the format 01 dialogue, or, to put It more 
positively, has taken the form 01 background for lett.rs 
Irom EUeda to Harold 01 Nova ScotIa. Love 
EII.d. K. 
And then, because It waa getting Into tha month 0' 
October and Into the deadline for the Jqurnal of 
Socill Theory In Art Educ.tlon, Harold & Elled. 
agr.ed to type this up .nd send It out, all while 
under.tandlng that the dialogue wa. by no mean. 
ended. 
• 
